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Task 2:
Add the correct punctuation to these direct speech sentences.
1.

“Look up at the sky!” screamed the boy, “I just saw the most
magnificent dragon.”
2. “It had ginormous wings and was the size of a double decker bus,”
explained the shy, petite girl.
3. “I couldn’t believe my eyes. I thought I was dreaming!” explained the
shocked old lady.
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Reading for Productivity in DT

Reading for Productivity – Geography – Vegetation
Belts

Key vocabulary: linkages, levers, mechanism, input, output,
fulcrum

Retrieval
1. List two types of vegetation belts. Forest,
grassland, tundra, desert and ice sheet.
2. Which vegetation belt has little or no vegetation?
Ice sheets.
3. Which vegetation belt are flat and open areas?
Grassland
4. What type of plants grow in the tundra? Shrubs,
grasses and mosses.
Vocabulary
5. Find and copy a word that means the same as
rainfall. Precipitation.

Retrieval
1.) What is a linkage? A linkage is a mechanism made by
connecting together levers
2.) How do you make a linkage? To connect the levers together to
make a linkage you can use any type of fastening which allows
free movement, for example screws, pins, paper fasteners, pop
rivets etc.
3.) What is the difference between a lever and linkage? A linkage
connects levers together whereas a lever is a separate part of the
linkage that rotates on a point.
Inference
4.) Why and how do you think levers were used throughout
ancient times? To move objects including rocks and food.
Vocabulary

Science answers

5.) What is a ‘fulcrum’? A fixed point that a lever rotates around.

Reading for Productivity – Magnets

PSHCE answers

Key vocabulary: magnetic, magnetic force, magnetic field,
attract, repel nickel, cobalt

Questions
1) What will you overcome by being brave? Challenges

Retrieval
1. What is a magnetic field? The magnetic force surrounding
a magnet.
2. What happens if the same pole of two magnets are placed
near each other? They repel / push away from each other.
3. Earth has its own magnetic field. What does this keep us
safe from? This keeps us safe from space radiation and
particles.
4. True or false… For magnetism to occur an object can be
far away from the magnet. False, the magnet must be close
enough to the object so it can be in its magnet field.

2) Find and copy one word that means ‘across the country’.
nationwide
3) Who is the patron of Place2Be? The Duchess of Cambridge
4) True or false?

Vocabulary
5. “Magnets can attract some objects and repel others” What
does the word repel mean? To push away an object
6. Not all objects are affected by magnets. What do we call
these objects? Non-magnetic

5) Give one tip for a child to improve their emotional wellbeing.
Any of the 3 tips given in the last paragraph.

Spanish answers
3.
1.

Name a festival that happens in the Spring?

La Feria de Abril or Las Fallas.
2.

When does the Tomatina take place?

At the end of August.
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Which carnival is considered to be the second most famous
carnival in the world?

The Carnival of Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
4.

How do you think people become the carnival queen?

Smiling a lot, having beautiful hair and having a nice outfit.

